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Abstract 
A reliable material characterization in an early stage of fabrication is essential for further cost reduction in the 
photovoltaic industry. For the crystalline silicon technology, first investigations can be performed directly after 
cutting the Si-ingots into blocks (bricks). Thereby, valuable information about the electrical material properties can 
be gathered from carrier lifetime mappings in the beginning of the production chain. 
There are several methods available for carrier lifetime measurements for scientific research and industrial process 
screening. In this work we compare three different methods on Si-blocks of varying material quality quantitatively. 
The photoluminescence (PL) method has recently been introduced for the characterization of Si-blocks with 
commercially available measurement tools. It is compared to the widespread micro-wave detected photo conductance 
decay (µPCD) and the well-established quasi steady state photo conductance (QSSPC) methods. 
In order to get a better understanding for the interpretation of the measurements various types of silicon are 
compared. Different materials from standard p-type to compensated silicon are investigated. Within each of these 
blocks different regions from top to bottom are inspected and the measurement results are evaluated. A spatially 
resolved co-correlation analysis is used for pixel-wise comparison of the measured data. 
The results of this work show that in most cases the investigated methods correlate well to each other, i.e. justifying 
methods for quantitative PL measurements on Si-blocks. However, it is also demonstrated that for some regions 
within a single block the determined quantities show a rather low co-correlation. The possible reasons for the 
different response of the methods in certain materials respectively regions within a sample will be discussed. 
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1. Introduction and Motivation 
The rise of photovoltaics in the last decade was possible due to higher energy prices on the one side 
and, more important, lower production costs for solar cells on the other side. In order to reduce costs, an 
investigation of the material quality in an early stage of the production process is preferable. A first 
significant insight into the material quality can be obtained after the crystallization of the Si-ingot and 
subsequent block cutting by minority-carrier lifetime measurements on the blocks. 
The analysis of the measured carrier lifetime data in the case of wafers is simplified by the assumption 
of a homogeneous carrier generation. On the other hand, it is limited by surface effects. Recently, these 
characterization methods were extended for their application to Si-blocks with inhomogeneous carrier 
profile but smaller influence of the surface [1]. Until recently, the most common and widely used 
methods have been micro-wave detected photo conductance decay (µPCD) and quasi steady state photo 
conductance (QSSPC). The first method is a transient measurement with a high spatial resolution but 
rather long acquisition times. The second method, QSSPC, is well-established but has a poor spatial 
resolution. It is thus less suitable for the investigation of inhomogeneous mc-Si-material. Rather recently, 
some significant progress has been made in order to apply the photoluminescence (PL) method to Si-
blocks. It provides a very high spatial resolution with short measurement times and a scheme has been 
developed that allows quantifying the measurements [2, 3]. Another well established method is based on 
microwave detected photo-conductance (MDP) being a stationary method such as QSSPC and PL.  
However, all these methods are based on rather different measurement principles. It is still an open 
question to what extent these methods yield comparable results for carrier lifetime measurements on 
blocks. In our work we study this question by comparing the QSSPC, PL and µPCD method [4-6] using a 
quantitative pixel-wise co-correlation analysis. 
2. Experimental Methods and Data Analysis 
For our work we compare the following three carrier-lifetime based methods [1, 7]. The QSSPC 
method determines the time-dependent light intensity and excess carrier density during a long light pulse 
and thus calculates the effective carrier lifetime as a function of the carrier density. The used device is a 
BCT300 (Sinton Consulting). It has a spatial resolution in the cm-range and creates illumination 
intensities up to 10W/cm2. The µPCD method is a transient measurement based on the conductivity decay 
after a short illumination pulse. The time constant of the exponential decay is measured. The device used 
is a WT2000 (Semilab). It has a spatial resolution in the mm-range and creates illumination intensities up 
to 20W/cm2. PL measures the radiative recombination after steady state illumination by laser light using a 
CCD camera. The device used in our studies is a LIS R1 (BT Imaging) with a spatial resolution in the 
sub-mm-range and illumination intensities up to 0.1W/cm2. The PL signal is proportional to the carrier 
lifetime and the effective doping, i.e. IPL ~ W Ndoping [5]. In order to extract a signal that is proportional to 
the lifetime only, the PL signal is divided by Ndoping obtained by resistivity measurements using the eddy 
current (EC) method [8]. The employed device is an eddy current head of a WT2000 (Semilab) with a 
spatial resolution in the mm range and a calibrated region between 0.1 to 10 :cm. Since all three methods 
measure in different injection ranges and are based on different physical principles one cannot expect to 
obtain the same numerical numbers for the lifetimes. However, all of them should show a quantitative 
correlation reflecting the quality of the silicon material. 
A number of samples were analyzed with all mentioned lifetime methods resulting in lifetime maps. In 
this work we present the measurement results for the following three samples: (1) boron doped p-type 
mc-Si block of standard quality, (2) boron doped p-type mc-Si block of very low material quality (high 
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SiC content, many dislocations, cracks in the top region), and (3) compensated (boron and phosphorus 
doped) mc-Si block. All samples were obtained from industrial or industrial-like crystallization processes.  
Based on all three methods, spatially resolved lifetime data were obtained for the different samples. In 
a first step, the data was plotted in lifetime mappings to analyze the degree of qualitative agreement. 
Then, pairs of two data sets, i.e. PL and µPCD, were quantitatively compared after adjusting the spatial 
resolution by a down-sampling algorithm. Because of the doping dependence of the PL signal this data set 
was rescaled using the doping concentration obtained from the spatially resolved EC measurements [8]. 
Plotting correlation diagrams of the type Wmethod 1 vs. Wmethod 2 directly shows any underlying functional 
relationship between the two signals. The data is then analyzed in a quantitative way by the evolution of 
the spatially resolved co-correlation function yielding a correlation coefficient Cxy according to: 
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The quantities x and y denote two different lifetime signals while the index i denotes the spatial posi-
tion of these lifetimes. The application of the co-correlation function to compare different methods with 
each other was introduced in [9]. A co-correlation coefficient Cxy close to one represents two sets of data 
{xi}, {yi} that are related by a well defined functional, i.e. linear, relationship. On the other hand, a small 
Cxy being close to zero indicates that {xi} and {yi} are statistically independent. For our data analysis we 
calculated the correlation coefficient for regions of different size and position on the respective mc-Si 
blocks. We also study the relation of the correlation number Cxy compared to the measured lifetime and 
its deviation as well as the resistivity for various positions in different samples.
3. Results 
(1) Boron doped p-type mc-Si block of standard quality. In the first step we compare the three lifetime 
methods qualitatively when applied to a mc-Si block of standard quality. QSSPC, PL, µPCD (and EC) 
measurements were performed on one side of this block.  The qualitative agreement of the measurement 
results is shown in Fig. 1. Many local features are observable in both PL and µPCD measurements. Also, 
the distribution of the interpolated QSSPC data is very similar to the ones of the other methods. A region 
of evaluation was then chosen (blue dashed in Fig. 1) and the measured values are compared to each other 
in correlation diagrams, see Fig. 2. The data set {WQSSPC} is much smaller than {WPL} or {WµPCD} as the 
spatial resolution of the QSSPC data is much lower compared to PL and µPCD measurements.  
       
Fig. 1. PL-signal (left), life-times from µPCD (middle) and interpolated QSSPC measurements (right) on mc-Si edge block (156mm 
x 230mm). The co-correlation function is evaluated in the indicated region. 
The qualitative agreement between the measurements is reflected in the quantitative analysis of the co-
correlation, Eq. (1). The large co-correlation values (C > 94%) indicate that the different measurement 
systems yield data sets that are comparable not only qualitatively but also quantitatively. This quantitative 
comparability is necessary for establishing a functional relationship between any two methods. 
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Fig. 2. Co-correlation between each pair of two lifetime methods including the linear fit for the functional dependence 
 (2) Boron doped p-type mc-Si block of low material quality. In order to get a better understanding of 
the influence of the material quality on the measurement methods the analysis of the co-correlation 
function was performed for different regions within one sample of very low material quality. In the 
following studies, we consider the PL and µPCD method only. An overview of the evaluated seven 
regions is shown in Fig. 3 and a detailed view in Fig. 4. 
          
Fig. 3. PL-measurement (left) and µPCD-measurement (middle) of a p-type mc-Si-block of low material quality (left is bottom, 
right is top of ingot, block size 156mm x 236mm); PL-µPCD correlation diagram for three regions (right) 
The correlation diagram is shown in Fig. 3 (right) for three selected regions and in Fig. 6 (left) for all 
seven regions together. The resulting correlation coefficients are shown as a function of the position in the 
block in Fig. 5. Additionally the mean value of the µPCD lifetime and its normalized deviation is shown 
for the corresponding regions. In region 1 (green, bottom of block) a high correlation is observed which is 
seen in the correlation diagram in Fig. 3 as a rather straight and narrow line (green dots). In region 4 (red, 
middle of block) the correlation drops which can be seen in this graph as a more wide-spread set of points 
(red dots). Region 6 (blue, bottom part) again yields higher correlation values. 
Fig. 4. Detailed view of the regions of investigation on the p-doped mc-Si block of low material quality (left – bottom; right – top) 
For most regions the measurements correlated well to each other and a linear relationship between the 
measurement results can be derived. However, in those parts that exhibit a relatively homogeneous 
material quality a simple linear relation between the two methods cannot be established that clearly. 
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Fig. 5. Correlation diagram between PL and µPCD for seven different regions (left); Correlation coefficient CPL, µPCD, locally 
averaged lifetime <WµPCD> and its deviation VW/<W> on the mc-Si block of low material quality as function of block height 
 (3) Compensated (boron and phosphorus doped) mc-Si block. As a third application of our method we 
investigate compensated Si samples, see Fig. 6. Correlation values C were calculated from a comparison 
of PL and µPCD maps for six different regions in the center part of the sample. These correlation values, 
the corresponding lifetimes and their deviations are depicted with their height dependence in Fig. 7 (right) 
while the corresponding correlation diagrams are shown in Fig. 7 (left).  
      
Fig. 6. Compensated mc-Si block (210mm x 126mm): µPCD (left) and PL (right) with evaluation regions (left – bottom; right – top) 
In the compensated material the co-correlation between PL and µPCD is high over a wide region as 
seen in Fig. 7. It is clearly observable that a higher fluctuations in the lifetime data lead to higher co-
correlation values. 
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Fig. 7. Correlation diagram between PL and µPCD for six different regions (left); Correlation coefficient CPL, µPCD, locally averaged 
lifetime WµPCD and its deviation VW/<W> on the compensated mc-Si block as function of block height  
4. Discussion and Conclusions 
Our measurement results and in particular the subsequent data analysis clarifies the relationship 
between the different lifetime methods applicable to Si-blocks. First, it is evident that despite the different 
underlying measurement principles and spatial resolutions, the µPCD, QSSPC and PL yield qualitatively 
similar results. In particular, one can identify regions of lower material quality with either method. 
µPCD  
PL  
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Second, the quality of the quantitative agreement can be well described by the use of a co-correlation 
function. It is worthwhile to note that high correlation coefficients do not indicate that the numerical 
values of the measured lifetimes are identical. It rather provides a systematic approach that allows 
identifying any functional dependence, especially locally linear relationships, between two different 
measurement methods. Only if there is a large correlation coefficient close to one it makes sense to 
investigate any quantitative relation, i.e. WµPCD = f(PL, Ndoping), in more detail. 
As we demonstrated for the various material types (p-doped mc-Si of standard and poor quality, 
compensated mc-Si) such a linear relationship between a PL signal and a µPCD-lifetime can typically be 
established. However, we also found that the validity of such relationship is not equally good throughout 
a sample. There are always regions with correlation coefficients close to one indicating a rather well 
defined linear dependence of WPL and WµPCD.  Additionally, there are also regions where C is rather small, 
i.e. C<0.5, indicating that a direct “translation” between PL and µPCD data is not possible. Furthermore,  
our results give strong evidence that even if there is a well defined relation between PL and µPCD data 
the mathematical parameters (m, n) of a linear fit, i.e. PL/Ndoping = m WµPCD + n, vary strongly for different 
blocks and even for different regions on one single block. 
In the last step we investigated whether the degree of correlation between PL and µPCD depends 
directly on other physical quantities such as the resistivity or the magnitude of the lifetime. Our results 
show clearly there is no such dependence evident. We rather find that inhomogeneous regions showing a 
wide range of lifetime values typically yield larger correlation coefficients. This is intuitively clear as 
there is always noise present in the measurements and a clear correlation can only be established if the 
range of underlying lifetime values is significantly larger than the amount of noise. 
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